While seeking refuge in Germantown from the yellow fever epidemic that plagued Philadelphia in the summer of 1793, Elizabeth Drinker and her friends encountered a man traveling through the town “with something in a barrel to show which he said was half man, half beast.” Although Drinker wrote that the proprietor of this animal exhibition “call’d it a Man[de],” she “believe[d] it was a young Baboon.” Intrigued by the possibility of observing first hand a creature that supposedly blurred the boundary between the human and the animal, Drinker and her party “paid 5 ½ [pence] for seeing it.” After examining this creature, however, Drinker noted that she was disturbed by this exhibition, concluding that the baboon “look’d sorrowful, I pity’d the poor thing, and wished it in its own Country.”

The exhibitor’s marketing of this exotic animal as “half man, half beast” and Drinker’s positive feelings for this captive creature both depended upon an imagined resemblance between this baboon and human beings. While the proprietor exaggerated and manipulated this resemblance to sell his animal as a hybrid, threshold creature, Drinker similarly drew upon resemblance when she felt sorry for “the poor thing.” The idea of resemblance seen here in both the exploitation of and sympathy for this baboon emerges, Thierry Lenain argues, because “a series of common features—general physical appearance, plus some striking details of the appearance and some behavioral features—immediately link monkeys with men in the imagination.” These analogies are exaggerated and multiplied as

Numerous human characteristics are displayed in the monkey’s physiognomy and movements, eliciting a reaction of the ‘it almost looks’ type, and the onlooker spontaneously seeks signals that endorse this reaction, ignoring characteristics and features that are peculiar to the animal alone.

This selectivity, this tendency of the human viewer to find similarity at the expense of animal uniqueness, has a long history in Western interactions with primates. From the classical era when monkeys were perceived as a “loathsome caricature of a human being” through our modern conceptions of “a positive kinship between the great apes and man,” the idea of resemblance has been crucial to both the body of knowledge about and the entertainment value of monkeys and apes.
This essay provides a brief overview of the intersection of knowledge and entertainment at animal exhibitions in the early American republic, examining some of the ways Euro-Americans imagined and manipulated the resemblances between monkeys, apes, and human beings. To explore how human concerns accreted around these animals in an expanding popular and print culture, I focus upon exhibitions and literary accounts of these non-human primates. Exhibitions of monkeys and apes, which ranged from 'scientific' displays of anthropoid apes in museums to more broadly popular animal acts featuring performing monkeys, and representations of these creatures in newspapers, periodicals, literature, and children's books similarly prompted observers to reflect upon the boundary between 'man' and 'beast' and to use the natural order to comment upon a fluid political and social order. Accordingly, this essay centers around two simple questions: how were monkeys and apes exhibited and represented in the early republic, and what can these displays of ideas about the animal tell us about human concerns? In addressing these questions, I show how exhibitions of and texts about monkeys and apes served as 'sites' and 'sights' where human ideas about these animals' resemblance to man provided popular amusement while prompting reflection about human identities.

"their docility and excellent talents"

Readers of the Providence Gazette were invited to reflect upon similarities between monkeys and apes and humans when an unusual birth announcement appeared in 1792 that described a "Natural Curiosity—A Monkey, about one Week old, to be seen at the House of Peter Daspre, nearly opposite Mr. Benjamin Thurber's Shop." According to the advertisement, "this singular little Animal merits the Attention of every curious person, as it is perhaps the second of the Kind ever seen in the United States." As with many other advertisements for primates, the first thing mentioned about this animal was its physical similarity to humans, as "Its Face and Ears are white, and very much resemble those of the human Species." While the small size and relative hairlessness of this juvenile animal influenced perceptions of its resemblance to humans, Daspre's notice quickly moved from the physical to the behavioral, emphasizing the 'natural' maternal and filial affection of these monkeys by noting that "The Dam takes [the week-old baby monkey] in her Arms, suckles it, and presents it to the View of every Spectator. Another young one (bred here also) fondly and naturally clasps his Arms round its Neck, and, pressing it to him, embraces it." Although monkeys are, in fact, affectionate with one another, Daspre's use of this behavior to "sell" his animals characterized a major theme of European natural history—the tendency to explain animal and plant reproduction in terms of heterosexual marriage and romantic love—while countering the notion, most succinctly expressed by John Locke, that "other
creatures, as well as monkeys, destroy their young by senseless fondness.” For audiences in Providence, this pageant of motherhood on display at Peter Daspre’s home also resonated with larger ideologies that were privileging sentiment and involved parenting, especially as they were situated in a post-revolutionary America where virtue “became more and more identified with enlightened feminine sociability and affection.”

Citizens of Providence were drawn to Daspre’s residence to observe this “singular” baby animal and its loving family, and were told that their attentions would be returned, as maternal pride would lead the new mother to present her baby “to the view of every spectator.” This interaction between humans and animals, this return of the observing gaze, appealed to human vanity, especially since individuals felt disappointed if they were ignored by exhibition animals. Daspre’s active community of monkeys contrasted with those exhibitions of caged creatures in menageries, like the one where the Reverend William Bentley found “a bear sleeping and slumbering with an insolent contempt of every visitor. A Babboon, more fond of entertaining his guests, an affronted porcupine, & two owls who gave us no share of their notice.” Here Bentley’s anthropomorphizing discourse expresses a disappointment with these creatures that is ultimately rooted in their failure to return his attention. While these exhibition animals were novel, clearly their curiosity alone did not necessarily meet human expectations of the animal object. Novelty could wear off as well; when Daspre announced the birth of the “third [monkey] of the Kind ever bred in the United States” in October 1793, some of the appeal of these baby monkeys had dissipated and the price of observing them accordingly dropped in half.

By presenting his monkeys as a “natural curiosity,” Daspre’s emphasis upon the behavioral resemblance between humans and other primates on the grounds of maternal love and filial affection reified post-revolutionary conceptions of proper motherhood. In the following years, residents of “the principal Cities of America” had the opportunity to contemplate further the resemblances between monkeys and humans and the conflation of the natural and the cultural in a show presented by a “Mr. Cressin, Natural Philosopher.” In March 1797 this “Innocent Amusement” was advertised in the Newburyport Impartial Herald with a cut of a monkey, dressed as a harlequin, walking upon a tightrope. [Figure 1] Apparently this picture was meant to be worth a thousand words, for the text of the advertisement provided no details about the contents of this exhibition, only noting that “having... been honored with the applause of connoisseurs” throughout the United States, Cressin proposed “to commence his Exhibitions This Evening, at the Widow Hoyts’ Tavern.”

While exhibiting in Philadelphia at the former site of Peale’s Museum in 1794, however, Cressin promised to present to the public:
Mr. Cressin, Natural Philosopher,

Having represented in the principal Cities of America, where he has been honored with the applause of connoisseurs, respectfully informs the Ladies and gentlemen of this town, that he proposes to commence his Exhibitions This Evening, at the Widow Hoyrs' Tavern.

Mr. Cressin informs the Public that if any persons wish to see his experiments, he will exhibit them at any hour most agreeable to private parties.

Admittance for grown people, 1/6. Children f.9.

Figure 1. Innocent Amusement (advertisement for Mr. Cressin, Natural Philosopher), Newburyport Impartial Herald, 10 March 1797.
two of the most surprising Animals ever seen on the continent, not so much for their appearance, as their great talents and gentleness:

The male is named Co-Co,  
Who is without his match;  
The female named Gibonne  
Queen of all animals for sense.\textsuperscript{12}

Although this notice in the \textit{General Advertiser} informed “the curious who wish to see these astonishing creatures” that “they may view them working like two rational persons,” Cressin never described his performers as monkeys. In a later advertisement in the \textit{Salem Gazette}, however, Cressin detailed how “these two Animals are not more than three feet and an half high, they are young and walk erect, their bodies, arms, and legs, are the same as a real person, and are habited in the same manner.” Describing Gibonne and Coco as miniature people, without reference to the tails which would immediately establish these performers as non-human, these creatures, according to the advertisement, “only want the Faculty of Speech.” Although debates raged in the late eighteenth century as to whether or not the anthropoid apes were capable of speech,\textsuperscript{13} Cressin’s monkeys could still communicate with their trainer, “answer[ing] their master by Signs to all he asks them.”\textsuperscript{14} These signals conveyed Cressin’s skill as an animal trainer as he guided his simian performers through remarkable feats, described textually in the Philadelphia papers and visually \textsuperscript{[Figure 2]} in a later broadside from New England:

Gibonne waits on a table and when desired goes into the cellar to fetch a bottle of liquor. She then hands a pack of cards, shuffled, for any body to pick one out, and she will immediately point out to the person the same card he made choice of; and when her master pretends to be fatigued, she brings him a chair to sit on, and pulls off his shoes and stockings much faster than he could himself. She likewise produces a box in which the alphabet is fixed, and when required by any person to print his name, she will do it by picking up the letters and by the assistance of a small printing press produces his real name printed. And also, at command, goes up a rope in order to bring down a great variety of birds which are put up for the purpose . . .

Next will appear the other animal known by the name of Co-Co, who is unparalleled by his species. He will be dressed, and perform on the rope like a dancer, with a staff in his hands of ten feet in length; and what is the more surprising this small creature dances on the rope as well as the most expert dancer.\textsuperscript{15}

This litany of Gibonne and Coco’s domestic, artisanal, magical, and acrobatic performances was reproduced in many of Cressin’s notices. Additional
INNOCENT AMUSEMENT.

HAVING had the good fortune to excite the approbation of a great number of respectable characters in this town, who have assured him, that if he had a more convenient place for his exhibitions, they would visit him with their families, and as it would be the first town where Mr. CRESSIN has not been honored with the presence of the LADIES, he has thought it proper to hire the Store of Mr. Joseph Davis, near the ferry-way, where he will perform this evening, (if fair weather.)

Their persons who will honor him with their presence, may be assured that nothing will be spared to merit their approbation, and render the evening entertaining.

Performance to begin at seven and end at ten o'clock.

Price of admittance for Grown persons 1/6, for Children 1/12.

Mr. Cressin informs, that he will also perform for private parties at any time.

Figure 2. Innocent Amusement (broadside advertisement for Mr. Cressin), Newburyport, 1796.
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feats were also performed, as Cressin, hoping to reduce his costs of advertising while further enticing audiences, noted that "it would be tedious to mention the many articles furnished for the exercise of Gibonne" and that it is "unnecessary to relate in this advertisement all the exercises of Co-Co, in order the more agreeably to entertain the company."  

In subsequent advertisements, both in Philadelphia and in New England, Cressin enumerated his monkeys' other abilities, undoubtedly hoping to provide a constant novelty. In an advertisement noting that his show had moved from "Mr. Peale's former Museum" to "the (formerly) Loganian Library," for example, Cressin described how "this Day, for the first time, [Coco] will leap the ribbon, with a flag in each hand; he then will make a meal on the rope, sitting on a chair, with a table before him."  

In another advertisement, Cressin introduced "Jacques and Tity," who along with Gibonne and Coco performed "a pantomime with surprising precision. Being imposed upon by a confectioner who sells them bad sugar plums, they attack him and demolish his shop."  

The unpredictable results of this pantomime (try to imagine these monkeys destroying a model confectioner's store, throwing candy all over the venue) perhaps lessened the impact of Gibonne and Coco's mimicry of more serious human activities. Yet if the mayhem of the pantomime highlighted animality, at other moments Gibonne, the female monkey, demonstrated servility and docility; she could also read and spell via typographical cards like the other learned animals (such as Gabriel Salenka's "Sagacious Dog" and William Frederick Pinchbeck's "Pig of Knowledge") traveling around the eastern seaboard in the 1790s. These signs of rational accomplishment and female deference—which situated Gibonne within larger transitions in gender ideology in post-revolutionary America—were counterbalanced by the daring acrobatic and physical feats of Coco, who perhaps out-performed his human counterparts in wire-walking.

Although Cressin's advertisements frequently gave Gibonne and Coco feature billing, he was always inscribed at the center of this animal act, either as trainer and master or when he displayed his own "surprising feats of hand." When he initially made his appearance in Salem, Cressin described his "Exhibitions Comic and Experimental" as occurring in four parts: the first three consisted of sleight of hand, before the show concluded with "the two most surprizing Animals that ever existed in the world."  

To build the public's interest, Cressin gradually revealed further particulars of "the surprising talents of these Animals," noting that in addition to walking the tight rope, "Coco will ride a large Dog, saddled and bridled, with the address of a real person, at the same time going through the exercise of the broad sword."  

Counterbalancing the emphasis on feminine domesticity in the earlier advertisement featuring Gibonne, Coco's performances on the middle ground between animal
nature (walking and swinging on a line) and human culture (using the broad sword and riding in a saddle) similarly naturalized gender distinctions. Reflecting and reinforcing ideas about the appropriate roles for men and women in an era when traditional arrangements were challenged by revolutionary rhetoric, the announcements for Cressin's show served conservative political ends. Yet these distinctions were likely undermined by the performance itself, which was, after all, designed to make people laugh. The incompleteness of the mimicry—the inevitable (and comic) failure of these creatures to actually be human despite their best efforts—served to satirize these proscribed gender roles while prompting observers to consider how ridiculous these behaviors could be in human society.

Gibonne and Coco's mimicry of human behaviors also served to demonstrate that they possessed those marks of culture and respectability that were crucial, James Brewer Stewart argues, to thinking about race in the early republic. Yet the humor of Cressin's shows, based on his monkeys' mimicry of human actions, combined with extant associations of monkeys and apes with blacks, may also have served to satirize efforts at racial uplift, given how “free African Americans construed ‘respectability’ to support their struggles for equality.” Despite Gibonne and Coco's “great talents” and Cressin's skill in providing a physical ‘site’ and visual ‘sight’ where “continuities and discontinuities between man and animal could be dramatized,” audiences knew that these performers were, ultimately, animals. Reassuring spectators of their superiority over the brute creation, Cressin's shows provided audiences with a venue to think about, and with, animals, looking for the human in the animal and the animal in the human.

The emphasis Cressin placed on his performing monkeys, which, after all, only accounted for part of his three-hour performance, proved shrewd given the heavy competition for the post-revolutionary entertainment dollar. As his Gazette advertisement noted “many men of shining abilities have appeared,” but seldom have individuals been able to see “any animals of such surprising talents and docility.” Cressin's performances reflected, and helped in turn to shape, the process of liberalization of public entertainment in the early national period. For to be successful Cressin, like his contemporaries, had to continually modify his show and his advertisements. In Providence in November 1796, Cressin advertised via broadside his “Exhibitions, Comic and Experimental” that featured “A Chinese Automaton Figure” on the tightrope. The cut accompanying this advertisement, however, revealed that this automaton was actually one of Cressin's monkeys performing in “exotic” dress. [Figure 3] Though not providing truth in advertising, Cressin's manipulation of the distinction between animal and machine played off both the contemporary popular interest in automata and the learned debates surrounding Descartes' assertion that “it is nature that acts in [animals] according to the
arrangement of their organs, just as we see how a clock, composed merely of wheels and springs, can reckon the hours."

In Salem, Cressin did not have to pitch his monkeys as automata, for he seemed to have provided a novelty worth seeing. A “Communication” to the Gazette from “a citizen” noted
A Theatre we have not like our neighbors, but we have fine and rare shows. . . . Cressino, un fisico, is with us. The actors are brave monkeys, that ride dogs and cats wonderfully. Their action is bold, silent, and naked, without offence to either sex, and without damage to the virtues. The bursts of applause are constant . . . 27

Such praise helped fill the performance hall and may have reassured those who still looked on itinerant amusements with disfavor that this show was indeed respectable and moral. For those interested in Cressin's show but unable or unwilling to attend these public performances, either because of fears of a disreputable crowd or because of scheduling conflicts, Cressin offered the option of showing his experiments "to private parties" at "any hour most agreeable." Although this was a strategy used by most proprietors, Cressin's awareness of the concerns about the morality and respectability of entertainments is evidenced in the differing titles he gave his shows, for what were "Exhibitions Comic and Experimental" in Providence and Salem became "Innocent Amusement" in the more conservative town of Newburyport.

In addition to retitling his performances to target specific audiences and maintain the novelty of his exhibitions, Cressin's advertisements also reveal his audiences' concerns about safety and comfort. In Providence, for example, where his troupe was performing in mid-November, Cressin's broadsides announced that "a civil Officer will attend, to keep good Order" and that

As there are different chambers which communicate with his place of performance, by which means ladies or select companies will be less incommoded, he will take care to have a fire in each of those chambers, for the convenience of the spectators. 28

Cressin was clearly aware of the difficulties in drawing both a large and a respectable crowd—one that was willing to spend the twenty-five cents required for admission and might potentially pay the four dollars required for a private showing—and was constantly changing his presentation of the show to assuage audiences' anxieties.

Sometimes textual reassurances of a potential audiences' comfort and security did not suffice. In Newburyport, Cressin ultimately had to move his exhibition from Widow Hoyt's Tavern (which was close to the unruly wharves) to the center of town. A broadside dated toward the end of Cressin's stay in Newburyport explains that

having had the good fortune to receive the approbation of a great number of respectable characters in this town, who have assured him, that if he had a more convenient place for his exhibitions, they would visit him with their
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families. . . . he has thought it proper to hire the store of Mr. Joseph Davis, near the ferry-way, where he will perform this evening. (if fair weather.)

Changing the site of this exhibition would not only make for a more respectable audience but would attract women. In his broadside Cressin noted that without this change of venue Newburyport "would be the first town where Mr. Cressin has not been honored with the presence of the Ladies."29 The larger space afforded by the move may also have been necessary for Cressin to make the most of his simian performers, as the broadside depicts Coco riding a dog and performing on the tightrope, while Gibonne is seen removing her master's shoes and stockings and maternally holding what appears to be a baby monkey. Cressin's shrewdness in having his monkeys perform both ordinary feats (which resembled 'normal' human behavior) and extraordinary ones (tightrope walking, for example) served to "render the evening entertaining," while emphasizing these creatures "not so much for their form, as for their docility and excellent talents."30

Cressin's descriptions of his animal act demonstrate how primate mimicry and human agency came together to provide public entertainments. Monkeys' abilities to imitate human behavior, however, also made them useful players in popular literature for both adults and children. These texts frequently sought to provide a moral lesson while entertaining readers with accounts of the physical and behavioral resemblances between monkeys, apes, and man. In *The Cabinet of Momus*, an animal performance was described in a humorous poem illustrated by a plate of a monkey lathering a cat for a shave [Figure 4]. In "The Monkey, who Shaved Himself and his Friends," a barber's pet, who "was wonderful at imitation," attempted to shave a cat and dog, both of which ran "howling 'round and bleeding." After repeatedly cutting himself, the monkey suddenly "cock'd to shave beneath his chin; Drew razor swift as he could pull it, And cut, from ear to ear, his gullet." Characteristically moving from animal folly to human folly, the story concludes:

Who cannot write, yet handle pens,
Are apt to hurt themselves and friends.
Tho' others use them well, yet fools
Should never meddle with edge'd tools.31

Capitalizing on the comic value of monkeys, here animal mimicry enforces the politics of deference by reminding people (especially those writers who lack the skill of their superiors) of their proper place in human social hierarchies. Demonstrating the folly of imitation, this monkey stands for immaturity and foolishness, as does the title character in "The wonderful ape of Marseilles." In this widely-circulated story, a monkey bought by a gentleman
Figure 4. "And lather'd well her beard and Whiskers." The Cabinet of Momus (Philadelphia, 1809). A reader has written on the illustration "By God m[e] and you shall be shaved."
“to divert his children,” played “several of the most comical tricks imaginable.” It dressed a young child “in a very awkward manner,” shaved a cat, trashed the house, pulled peas and beans out of a garden, and shattered earthenware: “In a word, he played all sorts of unlucky tricks.” After a host of other disasters (such as uncorking a cask of wine and taking medicine “of a laxative nature”), the gentleman sold the ape to a military man. But this mischievous animal
got loose one day, and went upon the walls of the city with a fire-brand, and meeting with a large piece of cannon, immediately clapped the fire-brand to its touch-hole. Whilst the priming was taking fire, he ran to the mouth of the cannon, to see what would come out: but the piece then going off, the ape was blown away, and never heard of after. Such was the end of the wonderful ape of Marseilles.32

Besides dissuading potential primate owners from bringing such a creature into their households, this tale of animal mayhem demonstrates both the limits of mimicry and the folly of attempting to tame “nature.” Depicting an unrestrained animality that could only be contained through the animal’s demise, the story of this “wonderful ape” showed how monkeys and apes, though entertaining, could indeed imitate too much.

Mimicry that provided amusement for some, however, proved shameful to others. In The Natural History of the Bible, an encyclopedia of “all the beasts, birds, fishes . . . &c. mentioned in the Sacred Scriptures,” Thaddeus Mason Harris described monkeys and apes with repugnance. These creatures, “resembling somewhat the human figure” while displaying “a degree of human ingenuity” in their “mischievous artifice,” served to “mortify the pride of those who make their persons alone the principal object of admiration.” Drawing upon a long association of monkeys and apes with human vanity, Harris concluded:

We are struck with horror to see our form, features, and gestures, imperfectly imitated in an inferior order of quadrupeds. And the first sight of one of them shocks sensibility in the same manner as monstrous deformity in an individual of our own species. Proud of our alliance to angels, we cannot but be ashamed of our relation to monksies.33

“Reflections” printed in The Pittsburgh Gazette similarly drew negative associations about the resemblance between monkeys and man. After exclaiming that “ill nature if often mistaken for wit, as buffoonery is for humor,” the writer mobilized ideas about monkeys’ mimicry of man to draw distinctions between humans, adding
To play a thousand monkey tricks, and act the part of a Jack Pudding, is the way to be called a fellow of infinite fun by the million; but those who are true judges of humor will think a man who has only the accomplishments of a Merry Andrew to render him facetious, infinitely ridiculous.

Complaining about “corporal jokes, of which some folks are so impertinently and so unseasonably liberal,” the commentator called for restraint of these animal-like antics, urging people to “be as witty, and as droll as you please, but keep your feet and fingers to yourself.”

Bodily restraint and decorum were frequent themes in literature for children, making monkeys useful creatures in efforts to teach children to behave. Since children apparently were captivated by monkeys—Tommy Wilson wanted “to see a monkey called Sagore Brown” again and again in 1801, thinking it “the most extraordinary being that ever was”—it’s not surprising that adult anxiety over children’s mimicry and mischief appeared in depictions of monkeys and apes in these texts. In *A Present from Philadelphia*, two monkeys are shown in an unlikely situation “at Work” at a water pump, not having much fun at all. This illustration is accompanied by the warning that “Monkies are very imitative animals; apt to attempt any thing they see men do; especially if it be mischief. In this they are very much like bad little boys!”

The linkage between mischievous boys and mischievous monkeys also appeared in the collection *Trifles for Children*, while monkeys and apes again proved useful for inculcating moral lessons. An engraving of monkeys in which “one is up-setting the pitcher, a second is preparing to dig, and a third is pounding in a mortar” is accompanied by a notation that “These are curious fellows—full of mischief—always attempting to do things which they see done by men.” Similarly, the adjacent caption for a plate representing a “Baboon in chains” notes “It is proper that he should be so, to keep him from doing harm to the children who go near him.”

Although this image of the chained baboon resonates with the use of that animal as a rhetorical stand-in for blacks, it also served to warn children about the potential dangers posed by animals on display. Although the baboon could be fierce and dangerous, the author of *Trifles* urged young readers to observe and consider the natural history of this animal, noting that “the baboon is a near relation to the monkey: he has a shorter tale.” Undermining the search for resemblance, however, the account added that even though its “hands look very much like those of a human being, in other respects he is not so much as an ape,” before concluding “it is wonderful to reflect, how many animals the great Creator has placed on this earth, and how different are their properties.”

*Trifles for Children* sought to direct children’s interest in nature to the greater contemplation of “Nature’s God” and to prevent them from being
cruel to animals. Although much of the collection presented views about the proper treatment of domestic animals and brief natural history sketches of exotic creatures, only the monkeys were discussed in terms of their resemblance to humans. Children, apparently, were to understand that they should not partake in cruelty or mischief, that they must not act like animals. These concerns about human behavior, especially man's treatment of animals, however, were not limited to children's literature. Contemporary magazine descriptions of Louis XI's "musical pigs" and selections from Stockdale's Sermons on the inducements for humane treatment of animals reflected a larger culture of sentiment that, not coincidentally, also denounced exhibitions of performing animals as cruel spectacles which could potentially ruin the morals of young men and women. Improving literature frequently distinguished between serious and useful natural history exhibitions and needless and cruel shows featuring performing creatures. The latter were condemned as being a waste of time (something "too precious to be lavished in trifles") and for the cruel and inhumane methods used in training.

Exhibitions of animals as natural curiosities were less likely to be viewed with disdain than animal performances, unless, of course, those creatures were displayed in a way that forced individuals like Elizabeth Drinker to take pity on them. While audiences themselves were often brutal to animals—William Otter gleefully described his torture of a baboon and a monkey (among other animals) in his History of My Own Times, and the "mobility" reacted to a misleading exhibition of a "non-descript biped" in Boston by "hustling" the creature (actually a shaved bear) through the streets—outside commentators directed most of their ire toward animal trainers and the crowds that attended those shows. In a "series of instructive conversations" in Priscilla Wakefield's Mental Improvement: or the Beauties and Wonders of Nature and Art, for example, Mrs. Harcourt informs Augusta, an outsider to this improved family, that

You admire the grotesque attitudes and ready obedience of those poor beasts which are led about and compelled to amuse the unthinking spectators; but you would commiserate their sufferings, did you know the cruel discipline they have groaned under, for the purpose of attaining these ridiculous accomplishments. [emphasis added]

Although William Frederick Pinchbeck, the proprietor of the "Pig of Knowledge," went out of his way to inform potential audiences that his animal was not cruelly tortured in its training, here the culture of sentiment's concern over the humane treatment of animals served to distinguish between worthy and debased looking, paralleling and reinforcing the distinctions between a serious "scientific" way of seeing animals in what the Rev. William
Bentley called the “style of nature” and those spurious animal acts he dismissed as mere “pranks.”

"the strongest similitude to mankind"

Exhibitions of anthropoid apes in this “style of nature” in the early republic performed cultural work similar to those exhibitions of performing monkeys discussed above; after all, both types of exhibitions enabled audiences to find resemblances between monkeys, apes, and man that proved useful in thinking about social and political order. While monkeys' antics tended to induce more pleasure and amusement than serious reflection—Edward Topsell, in his 1607 *Historie of Foure-Footed Beastes*, noted that the ancient Greeks considered them “made for laughter,” and provided several anecdotes demonstrating the hilarity of monkeys before concluding that “men do but feign merriments, whereas apes are naturally made for that purpose”—apes’ physical appearance and their ability to mimic human behaviors equally led to philosophical speculation about the distinctions between man and animal.

While the anthropoid apes had been at the center of a wide-range of scientific and philosophical inquiries in Europe since the middle of the seventeenth-century, North American audiences had few, if any, opportunities to see such creatures first-hand prior to the American Revolution. Many individuals, however, were undoubtedly familiar with these animals thanks to descriptions in natural history literature and to newspaper and periodical accounts of apes exhibited and discussed in Europe. In 1738, for example, the *Virginia Gazette* ran a brief description of an “Orangnagang” displayed in London, highlighting the circulation of both “real” animals and their representations throughout the Atlantic world while testifying to the broad interest in those creatures which resembled human beings in both form and appearance.

Exhibitions of anthropoid apes in the early republic highlighted the formal resemblance between these animals and man. In November 1789, an engraving of “the surprising species of the Ourang Outang, or Wild Man of the Woods,” called viewers’ attention to an advertisement in the *Massachusetts Centinel* for “The Greatest and Most Curious Natural Collection which has ever been exhibited in this country.” [Figure 5] Unsurprisingly, the hook designed to draw visitors to “the room over Major Hawes's Shop, the sign of the Three-Coaches, Quaker Lane” was the resemblance of this animal to man, which was emphasized both visually and textually. By describing this animal as a “Wild Man,” for example, and depicting it as a hairy human being, the exhibitor placed this creature within the larger eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century discourse concerning feral man. While the “Ourang Outang’s” general physical characteristics and upright posture set this creature apart from other animals, these marks of humanity were generally exaggerated and rein-
forced by pictorial convention, especially through the use of the walking stick—
a ubiquitous visual trope in representations of anthropoid apes.

Although the image of the “Ourang Outang” and the textual description
of other creatures like the sloth, baboon, and porcupine exploited viewers’
“continuing natural curiosity about native and exotic animals,” particularly
those from “unexplored, or rarely explored wilderness regions,” it is impor-
tant to remember the role of the exhibitor in structuring this curiosity. In his initial advertisements for this collection of animals in late October, for example, the proprietor described “a Male, Female, and Foetus of the surprising species of the Ourang Outang, or the Man of the Woods.” To heighten interest in his collection, which appears to have been comprised largely of preserved, not living animals, he added an eye-catching engraving. Apparently these changes to the marketing of his collection were not completely successful, for several days later the proprietor changed his hours and his admission fees, lowering the price for adults and children and adding a middle ticket price “for scholars and apprentices above twelve years of age.” While hoping to attract more patrons with these changes, the proprietor added that all of his animals were for sale, along with “one live Tygeress” that, interestingly, had not previously been advertised.

By mid-November the “live TYGER” was on display “at the Sign of the Sun, in Royal Exchange Lane” for a mere “four pence.” The rest of these natural curiosities had found a new owner as well (an advertisement noted that “the late Proprietor . . . disposed of the above Curiosities to a citizen of this town”), who marketed the old in a new way, positing the collection as elegant and connected to European natural history collections. Pitching his show to “ladies and gentlemen” rather than “adult persons” while mentioning that his “beautiful collection of rare and uncommon Birds and Animals . . . all in high preservation . . . were collected by the celebrated Dr. King of Geneva,” the new proprietor announced his intention to “continue to exhibit them during the winter.”

It is not known how long this collection was exhibited in Boston. By 1793, however, parts of it emerged in Gardiner Baker’s “Museum & Wax-Work, at the Exchange, New York.” One of the many “Productions of Nature and Art,” along with a living “Porcupine from the East-Indies” and “a King of the Vultures,” were the “male and female Ourang Outang; or the Man and Woman of the Woods, with a Fetus of the same, from Africa, perfect in spirits, in a fine state of preservation.” Although they were hailed as “the greatest natural curiosities” present, these orangutans were not, as the accompanying illustration suggested, shown alive. Alexander Anderson’s engraving of what appears to be a hairy human woman, standing upright, holding a stick and staring at the viewer, was based as much upon existing representations of anthropoid apes and expectations of what a “wild woman” might look like as upon the specimen Baker actually possessed. After all, Anderson made preliminary sketches of these preserved primates at Baker’s museum before animating this creature in preparing the plate for this broadside.

Although the skirt worn by this “Wild-Woman of the Woods” made the animal appear modest, it also reflected the tendency of exhibitors (and illustrators) of monkeys and apes to clothe their creatures to heighten their resem-
Exhibitions and representations of these creatures, however, could perform cultural work without this literal mark of humanity. For example, when Charles Willson Peale added an “Ourang Outang” to his Philadelphia museum, his “Wild Man of the Woods,” though unclothed, was, like Anderson’s “Wild-Woman,” depicted gazing back at the viewer, holding a walking stick. [Figure 6] In the accompanying text in Claypoole’s American Daily Advertiser, Peale wrote that “this Curious Animal, so nearly approaching to the human species as to occasion some Philosophers to doubt whether it was not allied to mankind, is now in this useful repository.”

The physical resemblance between the “ourang outang” and humans depicted in this and other notices, however exaggerated, was not the only source of interest to early American audiences. As Londa Schiebinger has noted in her important study of “the gendered ape” in early modern science, “debates concerning how nearly apes approximated humans were wide ranging, but four questions pervaded discussion: Can they think? Can they speak? Can they walk erect? Can they create culture?” Audiences hop-
ing to answer these questions for themselves at Peale's Museum, however, were again to be disappointed by an illustration. Elizabeth Drinker noted in her diary that her son William went “to see the Orang Outang or Man Monkey—he expected to have seen it alive, but it was the skin stuff’d—a Strange creature.” Although not seeing a living animal, neither Elizabeth nor William Drinker recorded that they drew any larger conclusions about human others from this exhibition. Yet in describing this curiosity in his manuscript notes detailing “A Walk through the Philadelphia Museum,” Peale rhetorically asked his audiences: “How like an old Negro?” Peale’s question illustrates how, in David Brigham’s words, “the boundary across species was mediated by differences within the human species. Blacks stood a step closer than whites to the apes in Peale’s view of natural hierarchy.”

Exhibitions of monkeys and apes were not the only sites where individuals like Peale worked to “define social ranking—particularly by race—as natural.” Because of their resemblance to human beings, monkeys and apes proved useful to writers seeking to comment upon race; these creatures, after all, had to be placed somewhere on the “great chain of being” that included varieties of the human species. Debates raged throughout the eighteenth century as to the proximity of the higher primates to man, and as to whether some races of man (such as the “Hottentot”) should be considered inferior to the human-like “ourang outang.” Given how the “boundary between technical and popular discourse is very fragile and permeable” in Western primatology, the ideas about the resemblance between apes and man reflected in Peale’s sentiments were incorporated into a wide variety of writings.

Winthrop Jordan has detailed how “the significance of the association of the Negro with the ape was its existence on a bewildering variety of levels of mental construction.” From scientific inquiries to “witty” diary entries, from distinguished natural histories to crude jokes, the conflation of Africans and apes served a variety of interests and functions, all of which in some manner expressed “the social distance between the Negro and the white man.”

This recurring linkage between blacks and apes was used to reinforce Euro-American supremacy and ultimately to justify slavery; after all, as Keith Thomas has observed, “once perceived as beasts, people were liable to be treated accordingly.” Human others continued, of course, to be depicted as apes or as ape-like, sometimes for comedic purposes, sometimes as part of political philosophy. In Hugh Henry Brackenridge’s Modern Chivalry, for example, the Irish excise-tax collector Teague O’Regan, having been tarred and feathered by angry farmers in Western Pennsylvania, is found hiding in a tree by two hunters, who captured him and “began to exhibit him as a curiosity.” Members of the Philosophical Society come to examine this “animal,” and classify him “with the Ouran Outang,” but “nearer to [the human species] in some particulars.” Thomas Jefferson, on the other hand, infamously depicted Af-
ricans as sexually animalistic in his *Notes on the State of Virginia*, in part by arguing that blacks desired sexual relations with whites just "as uniformly as is the preference of the Oran-oootan for the black women over those of his own species."\(^{65}\)

This extreme reading of the resemblance between monkeys and apes and human beings, one that opened the possibility of interspecies crossbreeding, had a long history in the West. The idea that apes may have been "a monstrous offspring of humanity" had emerged in medieval scholasticism, and took on new life with the discovery of the anthropoid apes in the seventeenth-and eighteenth-centuries.\(^{66}\) These wide-ranging speculations in European natural history and philosophy often found their way to curious Americans in periodicals, which devoted space to natural history, and occasionally described European discoveries and analyses of great apes. In July 1784, an account delivered to the Royal Society in London in 1769 appeared for an American audience in the *Boston Magazine*, describing animals "called Golok, or wild people, [which] are thought to be originally a mixture with the human kind." According to the report of Stephen deVisme, Esq., these creatures "come out of the forests in the interior part of Bengal, from the country called Mevat. They inhabit the woods; their food is fruit, leaves, bark of trees, and milk; flesh only when caught." The behavior of these creatures perhaps accounted for deVisme's contention that they were human-ape hybrids, for his report noted "they are very gentle, and extremely modest. They are of the height of a man; their legs and arms are in due proportion to their body, which is very genteel."\(^{67}\)

The editor of the *Boston Magazine* sought to clarify deVisme's report by comparing the latter's field observations of the Golok with an "authoritative" natural history text, adding that "this Monkey . . . is the same that M. Buffon has described under the name of Gibbon, and says, it sometimes walks on its hind feet, and sometimes on all fours." The account goes on to describe this creature in detail, especially noting "its most singular characteristic . . . the great length of its arms."\(^{68}\) Although "Mr. de Visinie takes no notice of this circumstance in his description," the long arms of the Golok are indicated in his accompanying drawing [Figure 7] of this animal (which is labeled "Female"). Yet this striking visual representation, which recalls iconographic traditions of the "wild man" and the representations of anthropoid apes we've seen previously,\(^{69}\) did not satisfy the editor of the *Boston Magazine*. He concluded that this illustration still presents the long arms "in a less striking manner than that of Mr. de Buffon, who adds, that, when the animal is upright, it can touch the ground with its hands."

The flexibility of anthropoid apes in the ongoing reciprocal linkages between the natural order and the social order was not confined to discussions of natural history.\(^{70}\) The late 1780s saw an explosion of antislavery organizations
Figure 7. John Norman, engraver. Golok, Boston Magazine, July 1784.
and agitation in Britain and America, accompanied by political efforts to abolish the slave trade. Natural history was frequently invoked in these discussions, prompting further circulation of ideas about the anthropoid apes (and, by extension, human hierarchies) throughout the Atlantic world. In 1788 The Columbian Magazine printed “Observations on the Gradation in the Scale of Being between the Human and Brute Creation. Including some Curious Particulars respecting Negroes” excerpted “From a late History of Jamaica.” Arguing that the “oran-outang” has “some trivial resemblance to the ape-kind, but the strongest similitude to mankind, in countenance, figure, stature, organs, erect posture, actions, or movements, food, temper, and manner of living,” this selection from Edward Long’s The History of Jamaica (1774) concluded “that the oran-outang and some races of black men are very nearly allied, is, I think, more than probable.” Although noting that orangutans “sometimes endeavour to surprise and carry off Negroe women into their woody retreats, in order to enjoy them,” as “both races agree perfectly well in lasciviousness of disposition,” Long ultimately uses the orangutan as a standard for measuring human capability: “The Negroe race (consisting of varieties) will then appear rising progressively in the scale of intellect, the further they mount above the Oran-outang and brute creation.” Using a divinely-created natural system to legitimize social distinctions “by the measure of intellect,” Long concludes that “the species of every other genus have their certain mark and distinction, their varieties, and subordinate classes: and why should the race of mankind be singularly indiscriminate?”

In May 1788, another periodical, The American Magazine, printed a letter “to the editor of the European Magazine” from R. that drew upon natural history to argue “there is not a doubt but man and the Owran-Outang are of distinct and widely-separated species.” Conceding the racist speculation that “female negroes” may be impregnated by “brutes” like the “Owran-Outang” but noting that any such offspring, unlike those which are “the product of an European and an African,” would be sterile, R. concluded that “the negro of Africa is a branch of the same stock with the European, whether English or French, a Spaniard or a Portuguese.” Understanding that the legality of the slave-trade was partly based on “that power delegated to man, of enslaving the animals lower in the scale than himself, and which these writers [defending the slave-trade] would extend to the natives of Africa, from an idea that he has a mixture of brute blood in his body,” R. drew a distinction between the human and the animal so as to “afford no argument in favor of a commerce fraught with the blackest acts of treachery, and teeming with practices the bare relation of which makes human nature shudder.”

The idea that the anthropoid apes were allied to man persisted, of course, and found its way into the miniature children’s book People of All Nations, in which a very human-appearing “Orang-Outang” was sandwiched between
the “Norwegian” and the “Russian.” While the conventional illustration (apparently based on the image used in Peale’s advertisement) [Figure 8] plays up this creature’s physical resemblance to mankind, the brief text describes the orangutan’s culture, adding “an Orang-Outang is a wild man of the woods, in the East Indies. He sleeps under trees, and builds himself a hut; he cannot speak, but when the natives make a fire in the woods, he will come to warm himself.” Although these characteristics certainly place the orangutan at the lower end of the hierarchy of human nations, *People of All Nations* held out hope that these “wild men” could improve in the future, for the “Russian was formerly clad in skins and accounted one of the rudest people in the world.” While many Russians “are now little better,” their ascent is perhaps partially marked by their lack of thick body hair (at least when compared to the orangutan), even though “a long beard is in high estimation of the people.”

*People of All Nations* consistently correlates marks of a generalized, national body with the putative characters and abilities of those peoples, often using hairiness as a signifier of a people’s approach to (or distance from) civilization. The inclusion of the speechless Orang-Outang in this chronicle of racial and national diversity as a “wild man of the woods” (rather than as an animal) served to reinforce conceptions of a hierarchy of human peoples by prompting young readers to consider the relationship of this ‘nation’ to other groups, such as the refined Englishman and the bestial Hottentot. The representation of the Orang-Outang in *People of All Nations* thus performed important cultural work, exemplifying how monkeys and apes proved useful in thinking about race and nation.

This “useful toy for girl or boy” also demonstrates how widely human ideas about these ambiguous animals circulated in the early republic. At animal exhibitions and as representations in texts, the resemblances between monkeys, apes, and men were frequently exaggerated by exhibitors, authors, and illustrators for a wide range of purposes. As creatures of the threshold, monkeys and apes could be used to both reinforce accepted values by ‘naturalizing’ the cultural and to raise new questions about race, gender, nation, and deference by dramatizing the distinctions between human and animal. Although the resemblance between apes and men, and the mobilization of this relationship to larger concerns about human social order remained contested terrain, exhibitions of and popular texts about monkeys and apes provided viewers and readers with lessons in power, problematizing boundaries between ‘nature’ and ‘culture’ while both re-inscribing and undermining human social identities.
Figure 8. "A Norwegian... an Oran-Outang." People of all nations (Philadelphia, 1807).
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